Digital Construction Case Study
BIM Workflows with Skanska

Expanding the use of Clash Detection Analysis
Pointfuse’s unique and innovative 3D meshing solution means it is now possible to perform detailed clash detection
analysis comparing design information with real world scanned data. This proactive approach helps identify issues
before starting construction, preventing unnecessary delays and helping to deliver projects on time and on budget.
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Pointfuse in Practice
Skanska LSE have successfully implemented Pointfuse into a project
workflow, having identified its potential to make savings.
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The Workflow
Pointfuse can be introduced into an existing BIM workflow, with a minimal learning curve and immediate efficiencies.
This is because Pointfuse is easy to use, has industry standard output formats, and, once set up, the conversion is
completely automatic, requires no human interaction, so saves on valuable man hours. Using Pointfuse to extend
clash detection analysis will, therefore, be a beneficial addition to any BIM workflow.
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